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Are you considering investing in a real estate
syndication?

This guide gives you a checklist for your due
diligence as a passive investor.

The idea here is not that you will spend countless
hours on the investment – that’s why we have active
investors.

Instead, you spend a few hours to make sure nothing
is amiss.

CHECKLIST
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The single most important area of
due diligence is the sponsor. If the
sponsor is incompetent or
dishonest, even the opportunity of
a lifetime can turn into a
nightmare. 

What is the sponsor’s track record?
Do they have extensive experience
with real estate investing, this asset
class, and the market?
Does the sponsor pass a background
check? Is there any evidence of
criminal or dishonest conduct?
What does their reporting look like?
Are they delivering transparent
reports? Are their tax returns on
time?
What do their previous investors have
to say about the experience? (If they
are unwilling to share references, that
is a possible red flag.)

To review a sponsor, do this: The Sponsor
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Location, location, location.

It’s almost a cliché – but also true.
Investing in the right location is
key to success in any real estate
business (unless you are investing
in a moveable asset, such as food
truck or an RV trailer).

What is the vacancy rate in the
market? What are typical rents and
how are they changing over time?
Is the population in the area
increasing? Are jobs growing? These
are good signs because they suggest
growing demand.
Is the area heavily dependent on one
employer or growth driver? This is a
major risk. If you have one huge
employer, and their business takes a
nosedive, demand could decrease.
Is there a lot of crime in the area and
neighborhood? How are the schools?
Can the median household income in
the area support the proposed rents?

When you review the market, you
will want to ask yourself:

The Market
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What is the sponsor actually
purchasing?
What kind of renovations and
improvements are needed?
How does the sponsor propose to
add value? Is there a viable plan to
increase rents or otherwise add
income?
What does the competitive set look
like? You cannot expect rents to
increase if there is a comparable
property next door at lower rents.

After reviewing the sponsor and
the market, next you should turn
to the asset itself:

The Asset
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Does the sponsor have permanent
financing, so that there is little risk of
the bank calling the full loan amount?
If the sponsor uses a short-term
bridge loan, does the sponsor have
the option to extend and a viable plan
to switch to permanent financing?
Is the interest rate reasonable,
considering the net operating income
of the asset? In other words, is the
debt service coverage ratio high
enough to avoid default?

Interest rates go up and down, but
financing is critical to any real
estate transaction:

Always review the financial details and
carefully think about your risk tolerance.

If the sponsor has a 2-year bridge with no
extensions, ask yourself this: are you
confident two years is enough to fully
execute the business plan and refinance?
If not, invest elsewhere.

Financing
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How much rent growth does the
sponsor assume without any
improvements at all? Is this in line
with projections in the market?
What is the exit cap rate that the
sponsor uses? An exit cap rate
determines the projected value of the
property at sale, with low cap rates
meaning the seller assumes this value
to be high. The exit cap rate should
be in line with market projections and
ideally quite conservative (i.e., higher
than market projection). After all, a
low cap rate means the seller’s
business plan is based on wishful
thinking.

The financial analysis of a real
estate transaction is called
underwriting. You will want to
have access to it and review a few
key details:

Underwriting
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What kinds of fees is the sponsor
charging?

Acquisition fee, asset
management fee, refinance fee,
and disposition fee are all
legitimate elements of a deal, but
they should not be excessive.

Remember that the sponsor gets
the fees even if they don’t perform
– it is much better when the
sponsor’s compensation depends
on performance.
 

Is there a preferred return, and how
much? The preferred return is paid to
the passive investor first, before the
sponsor makes any money. It is a
very good risk mitigation measure.
How are the proceeds split after the
preferred return? This can often go
anywhere from 50-80% in favor of the
passive investor. The higher is better.

The waterfall structure is also
important. You will want to
review:

Fees & waterfall
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You should always review the
legal documents: a private
placement memorandum, an
operating agreement, and a
subscription agreement. 

These can include important details,

such as the possibility of capital calls

– the sponsor forcing you to give

more money – or fees that are not

clearly disclosed in presentations.

The legal documents are binding.

They take precedence over

presentations and webinars, unless

the legal documents specifically say

otherwise.

Legal Terms
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Real estate syndications for passive income and wealth building

The above steps help you understand how to invest in real estate syndications.

We at Oasis Equities are here to help.

Don’t hesitate to schedule a call with me to discuss your investing strategies and
establish that pre-existing relationship.

I wish you the best of luck with passive investing – it changed my life and it can
change yours too!

http://calendly.com/johannesu
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